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Introduction

Let F be a p-adic field, and let O and ̂  be the ring of integers and the maximal
ideal of 5D respectively. F. I. Mautner [4] first constructed square-integrable
irreducible unitary representations of PGL2(F) which are induced by irreducible

representations of a certain maximal compact subgroup. In [5], J. A. Shalika

carried it out for SL2(F) by a different method. Independently, in [6] and [7],

T. Shintani extended Mautner's results to a sort of special linear group of rank

n. Recently, in [2] and [3], P. Gerardin extended their results to reductive)p-adic

groups whose semi-simple parts are simply connected.

In this paper, we extend the former results of [7], which are not covered by

Gerardin's results, to general p-adic Chevalley groups. The contents of this paper

are as follows. Let G(z) be a Chevalley group over the ring of all rational inte-

gers z. Then we have a p-adic Chevalley group G(F) and its maximal compact
subgroup G(O) by base changes. In § 1, we give preliminaries on the structures
of p-aάic Chevalley groups after [3]. In §2, we prepare certain lemma about

induced representations of finite groups. In § 3, we show that continuous ir-

reducible unitary representations of G(O), which do not come from representations

of G(O/φ), are induced by certain irreducible representations of certain sub-
groups of G(Ό) (Theorem 1). In § 4, when we let v be a continuous irreducible
unitary representation of G(Ό) which does not come from a representation of

G(O/^), we obtain a sufficient condition for IndgJ^v to be square-integrable.

In concluding the introduction, the author wishes to express his sincere

gratitude to R. Hotta who read this paper and gave him many advices.

NOTATIONS: (i) Let F be a non-archimedean local field, and let £), φ

and π be the ring of integers of JF, the maximal ideal of O, and a prime element of

F, respectively. Let p be the characteristic of the finite field O/^β.

(ii) For a ring R, we denote by M(ni9 n2, R) the set of n± by n2 matrices with

coefficients in R. We put M(n, R) = M(n, n, R).
(iii) For each positive integer m, we denote by ψm the reduction modulo

φm: O->O/$m. For integers n^ra^l, we denote by the same symbol \l/m the

reduction modulo φw:
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(iv) If R is an arbitrary commutative ring with the identity, we denote by

R* the multiplicative group of all units in R.
(v) We denote by Z, M and C the ring of all rational integers, the set of

all natural numbers and the field of all complex numbers, respectively.

§ 1 p-adic Chevalley groups

The aim of this section is to describe the structures of p-adic Chevalley groups
and their subgroups.

1.1. Let (5 be a finite dimensional complex semi-simple Lie algebra.
Fix a Cartan subalgebra 91 of (5. Then we have the root decomposition (5

= 91 + ΣαeΦ 2ία (direct sum), where Φ is the set of roots relative to ((S, 91). Choose
a Chevalley basis (X)αeφ in (5 relative to 9ί. Let Q(Φ) (resp. P(Φ)) be the root
module (resp. the weight module) of Φ in the dual space 91' of 91 (cf. [1], 6, § 1).
Let p be a finite dimensional faithful representation of (5 on a vector space E
over C, and let X be the lattice generated by weights of p (ω E 9Γ is called a weight
of p, if there exists non-zero υeE such that p(H)v = ω(H)υ for any H e 9ί). Then
ρ(Φ)c=Xc=P(Φ), and we have an admissible lattice £(Z) of E for (p, E) (cf. [8],
§ 2). Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring with the identity. We define the
automorphisms xα(0 and h(χ) of E(R) = E(Z)®ZR as follows: For each αeΦ,

*«(0=Σ,,£o P(*S/n!)fπ (teR). For each χe Horn (X, /?*), and for each vεE(R)
of weight ω, h(χ)v = χ(ω)v. We denote by A(R) the subgroup of Aut (£(#))
generated by all h(χ) (χeHom(X, #*)), and by G(R) that generated by all sub-
groups xa(R) (α e Φ) and A(R). We call this group G(R) the Chevalley group
over R. For the above lattice X, we denote by X' the set of all H e 91 such that
<//',//> e Z for any //'eX, where < , > is the natural pairing on 9Γx9I.

Put G(R) = X®zR+ΣaeΦR χ« (direct sum), and we denote by pR the represen-
tation of the Lie algebra G(R) into End (E(R)). Then pR is faithful ([3], II, 2.1.6).
Hence we can define the adjoint action of G(R) on (5(#) by pΛ(Adx 7) =

)*-1 (xeG(tf), ye®(Λ)) (cf. [3], II, 2.1.6).

1.2. By changing base rings R in 1.1, we obtain the following groups;
G = G(F\ K = G(Ό), G(£)/φw) (n e N), A = A(F\ A(Ό) and A(Ό/φn) (n e N).
From now on, we shall identify A, A(Ό) and A(Ό/^n) with X'®ZF*, X'®ZO*
and X'ΦzOO/^P71)* respectively by the canonical isomorphisms.

DEFINITION 1.2. For each integer n^l, we denote by G(tyn) (resp.
the subgroup of K (resp. A(£)J) which is the kernel of the reduction modulo
φn: G(O)->G(£>/φΛ) (resp. A(Ό)-*A(Ό /$»)). For integers n^m^l, we denote
by G(<Pm/φn) (resp. A(φ"/tyn)) the subgroup of G(O/φπ) (resp. A(£)/?βn)) which
is the kernel of the reduction modulo φm: G(O/φn)->G(O/φm) (resp.
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From [3], 2.2.5 and 2.2.7, G(^M) is the subgroup of K generated by all sub-
groups xα0PΌ (αeΦ) and A(φn) = X'®z(l + φn), and G(ym/ty") is the subgroup
generated by all subgroups xΛ(φmWn) (a e Φ) and

EXAMPLE 1.2. When G = SLl + ί(F) (1^1), we have
πeN) and G(^m/^n) = {xeSL/ + 1(O/^M)|x-l eπmM(l +

G = G(F) inherits a topology from F for which G is a locally compact topo-
logical group. More precisely, G has a fundamental system of neighborhoods
{G(^P")}M^0 which consist of open and compact subgroups of G. In particular,
K = G(Ό) is a profinite group. For w2>ra^l, we obtain the adjoint action of

on G(φm/φM) from that of G(O) on G(φm) by the reduction modulo

LEMMA 1 ([3], 2.2.6, Lemma 5). 7/2m^n^m^l, the mapping e:
φn)->G(φm/φn), de/ined by e(X) = l+ρ(X\ is an isomorphism as abelian

groups commuting with the adjoint actions of

1.3. Let ©' be the dual vector space over C of (S. We denote by ®'(Z)
the set of all X' e ©' such that <X', X> e Z for all X e ®(Z). Then we have
(5'(Z) = X+ΣαeφZ ^i (direct sum), where X is naturally embedded into (δr,
and where X'Λ is a linear form defined by <X'a, Xa> =1, <JT;, ̂ > =0
and <JSf;, 91 > =0. We define the co-adjoint action of G(R) on (5'(̂

= <X'9 X> (Xe<δ(R), X'e<5'(R)9 xeG(R)),

where J^ is an arbitrary commutative ring with the identity.

EXAMPLE 1.3. When G = SLl+ί(F) (IΞ>1), we assume that the residue char-
acteristic p of F is not 2 and does not divide 1+1. Then we have (S(Z) = {xe
M(I + 1, Z)|Trx = 0}. Define a non-degenerate bilinear form on (5(Z) by
<x, y>=Ύrxy (x, je©(Z)). We identify ®'(Z) with (5(Z) by the isomor-
phism induced from the above bilinear form. Note that the above bilinear form
< , > is naturally extended to a non-degenerate bilinear form on ®(O/^W)
(n^l) by the above assumption. Thus we have Ad"*- Xf = xX'x~1

9 xeSLl + ί

"), X'e &(£)/%") = {X'eM(l+ 1,

1.4. From now on, we fix a base £(Φ) of the root system Φ.

DEFINITION 1.4. For each HeX', we define the element πH of A = X'
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®ZF* by ω(πH) = π<ω>H>foranyωeX. We denote by X the set of all H e X

such that <α, H> Ξ^0/0r any αe£(Φ).

LEMMA 2 (Cartan decomposition).

G = KAK = WH6χ; KπHK (disjoint union).

PROOF. The proof can be found in Theorem 21 of [8].

A+ =

EXAMPLE 1.4. When G = SLl + X(F) (I ̂  1), put
/ -rr-i 0

π'"2 (ml5 m2,..., mί + 1)eZί+1, mi + m2

({ 0 π™<+1

Then we have
—h m/ + 1 = 0, and m 1^m 2^ ^

•i + i(F) = Wαe^ + SL^ + i(D) α SLt + i(Ό) (disjoint union).

§ 2. Preliminaries for induced representations of finite groups

Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G, and let v: H-+GL(V) be a linear
representation of H where F is a finite dimensional vector space over C. We
denote by Indgv the representation of G induced from v. We assume that H
is abelian and normal. We denote by H the set of all characters of H. Then
G operates on H in an obvious way i.e., for χ e f ί , geG and heH, 9χ(h) =
χ(g~1hg). For each χeH, we denote by Iχ the subgroup of G fixing χ. Let
μ: G-»GL(FΓ) be an irreducible representation of G, where W is a finite dimen-
sional vector space over C. For each χεH, put Wχ = {we W\μ(h)w=χ(h)w for
any heH}. Then we see immediately that Wχ is a /^-invariant subspace of W,
and that μ induces naturally a representation μ^ of Iχ on JFr With these nota-
tions, we have the following Lemma.

LEMMA 3 ([7], §1). Let χ0 be a character of H such that ^^{0}, and
let O be the G-orbίt in H containing χ0. Then W— Σ*eo Wχ9 and μχ is an ir-
reducible representation of Iχ and Ind^μ^ is equivalent to μ. Conversely, for
χefi, let vx be an irreducible representation oflχ such that vχ(h) = χ(h) l for any
heH. Then Ind^v^ is an irreducible representation of G. Moreover, for
χ,τeβ, Ind^v^ is equivalent to Ind^v^ if and only if there exists fceG such
that χ=kτ, and vχ is equivalent to v£ as representations of Iχ, where v* is defined

§3. Irreducible representations of the maximal compact subgroup K

3.1. Let χ be an additive character of F. We say that χ is of order 0 if χ
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is trivial on O and non-trivial on φ'1. From now on, fix a character χ of F, of
order 0. Let /,/' and /" be integers such that /^ 2, /=/'+/", and 2f'^f<^

DEFINITION 3.1. For each X' e ©'(O/φΌ, we rfe/ine α function χ£> on
by χf

x,(g) = χ(π-f<X', e~\^f(g))>} for any geG(ψ") where e is the
isomorphism of <&(ψ" Wf) onto G(^f"/^βf) defined in Lemma 1 0/§l.

LEMMA 4. (i) The function χx> is an one-dimensional representation of
) which is trivial on G(φf).

(ii) For any keK,we have kχ$>=χίdv(ll/f(k».x>.
(iii) The mapping X'^χ^ is an isomorphism of the additive group ®'(O/

9βf) onto the multiplicative group of all one-dimensional representations of
GOP'") which are trivial on

PROOF, (i) is clear by the definition of χ£/.
(ii) By Lemma 1, we have kχf

x>(g) = χf

x>(k-1gk) = x(n~f<X', e~

>) = XAdv* / ( *) x:'(0) for any /ceK and any
(iii) By the well-known commutator relations in the Chevalley group G(K)

over a commutative ring R (see [8]), and by the fact that 2/"^/, we see that
G(^βf"/^βf)^G(^βf")/G(^βf) is abelian. Hence every one-dimensional represen-
tation of G(9βf") which is trivial on G(φr) can be regarded as a character of G(tyf"/
9βf). Hence in order to prove (iii), it is enough to show that the mapping X'\-+

γ?x> is an isomorphism of ©'(O/φ7') onto G(^f"l^f\ where we denote by G(φf"l
tyf) the multiplicative group of all characters of G(tyf"ltyf). Since χ is of order
0, we have a non-degenerate bilinear form (X', X)\-+χ(π~f <X', X>) on ©'(£)/
φ O x <5(φf"/φf). Hence an assigning each X' eΦXO/φ'') to a character
X^χ(π-f<X'9 χ>)0f ©(φ^'VφO gives the isomorphism

φ7). Combining this isomorphism with an isomorphism
φO induced from the isomorphism e: (5(φ/'7Φ/) = G(φ/7φ/), we have the de-

sired isomorphism X'^xk* : ©/(Ό/φ/) ̂  G(<^'^βf). q. e. d.

3.2. Let v be a non-trivial continuous irreducible unitary representation
of the maximal compact subgroup K of G on a Hubert space.

DEFINITION 3.2. We call an integer f the conductor of v, if v is trivial on
G(̂ ) and non-trivial on G^'1). We denote by /=/(v) (Note that K has a
fundamental system of neighborhoods

We assume that /=/(v)^2, and let /',/" be integers such that /=/'+/",
l. For each X' e ©'(£/$''), put Vx, = {veV\v(g)v=χf

x,(g)v
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for any g e G(tyf")}. By (ii) of Lemma 4, for each k e K, kχχ'=χχ> if and only

if Ad-OA/fc)pΓ = X'. So we denote by ZK(X') the set of all fceK fixing χf

x,.

Then 7*, is a Zxpr)-invariant subspace of V. Put 0V = {X' e<&'(Z>lφ')\Vx,

Then, since GOPO/G^') is a finite normal abelian subgroup of G(O)/

» Ov is not empty. For each X' G 0V, we denote by vx, the representation

of ZK(X') on Vx. defined by Vχ>(g) = v(g)\Vχ> for any geZK(X').

With these notations, we have the following generalization of Theorem 1

of [7], §2.

THEOREM 1. Let v be a continuous irreducible unitary representation of

K such that f=f(v)^2, and letf'J" be integers such that /=/'+/", 2/'^/^

2/' + l. Then
(i) G(£)/tyf) operates transitively on Ov by the adjoint action, and for

X' G Ov, we have X'φQ (mod φ).
(ii) Vjr> is the representation of ZK(X') which coincides with χ£> 1 on

G(^"), and Indz*(jr')v*' is equivalent to v. Conversely, for X'e&'(Ό/^βf)
such that X'φQ (mod $β), let μ be an irreducible unitary representation of
ZK(X') which coincides with γ?x, - 1 on G(tyf"). Then v = Indz^(x/)μ is a con-

tinuous irreducible unitary representation of K such that f(v)=f and X' εOv.

PROOF. Fix an element X'0 of 0V. For each keK, we have v(k)VXo> =

'0 Indeed, for any geG(φf") and for any v(g)v(k)v =

= v(k)χ{'Q(k-*gk}v = vW
Then we have Ad^(ψf(kJ)'XQeOv for any keK. Since the representation v of
K can be regarded as an irreducible unitary representation of the finite group

we have V=Σk£KV ^Wf(k».x>Q. Therefore we have V=Σk€κ

.xό^Σx'eOv^r-^K wheeas we have Ov = {Adv(^χfc)) X'0\keK}.

This shows that G(£>/φ 0 ̂  G(Ό)/G(tyf) operates transitively on Ov by the
co-adjoint action. For X'eOv, we assume that X' = Q(mod ^3). Then χ£, is
trivial on G(tyf"). Hence the representation v is trivial on G(9βf"). This

contradicts /(v)=/.

(ii) In the proof of Lemma 4, we have seen that G(^β/")/G(φ) is a normal
abelian subgroup of the finite group G(O)/G(φ). Hence (ii) is an immediate con-
sequence of Lemma 3 in § 2. q. e. d.

In the above Theorem 1, the condition, /(v)^ 2, means that the representation

v of K does not come from an representation of G(O/^J). Hence Theorem 1
says that continuous irreducible unitary representations of the maximal compact
subgroup K of G which do not come from representations of G(O/φ) are induced
from certain irreducible representations of certain subgroups of K.
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§ 4. Unitary representations of G induced from irreducible representations
of tie maximal compact subgroup KofG

4.1. Let dg be the Haar measure on G such that \ dg = l. Let U be a con-
JK

tinuous unitary representation of G on a Hubert space ξ>.

DEFINITION 4.1. U is said to be square-integrable if there exists t e
§-{0} such that

where ( , ) is an inner product of ξ> and (U(g)v, v) is the complex conjugate of
(U(g)v9 v).

If U is square-integrable, then there exists a number d>0, called the/ormα/
degree of U depending only the equivalence class of 17 and on the normalization
of the Haar measure dg on G such that

\ (U(g)uί9 ^
JG

for all ui9 vte^ (/ = !, 2) (Schur's orthogonality relation). Let v be a continuous
irreducible unitary representation of K on a finite dimensional Hubert space V.
We denote by §v the set of all F-valued functions / satisfying the following con-
ditions :

(i) f(kg) = v(k)f(g) for any keK and for any geG9

(ii) f (f(g)J(g))dg< + ao ,
JG

where ( , ) is an inner product of V. We define an inner product < , > on ί>v

by

, h(g))dg (f,heξ>v).
G

Then §v becomes a Hubert space. We define a representation Uv of G on §v

as follows :

(t/v(0)/) (9 ') = f(β'g) (9, β' e G, fe $,) .

We denote by Ind£ v the above unitary representation Uv and by UV\K the represen-
tation of K on £>v obtained by restricting 17V to K. Put I(UV\K, v) = dim Homx(F,
§v). This is called the multiplicity of v in UV\K.

LEMMAS ([7], §3). (i) // I(UV\K, v)< -f oo, then Uv decomposes into α
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direct sum of at most I(UV\K, v) many irreducible representations. In particu-

lar, ifI(Uv\K, v) = l, then Uv is irreducible.
(ii) // Uv is irreducible, then Uv is square-integrable and its formal degree

equals dim F.

4.2. Let G—\JHeX'+ KπHK be the Cartan decomposition of G in Lemma

2. Let v be a continuous irreducible unitary representation of K on a Hubert
space F. For each HεX'+, put KH = KΓ\π~HKπH and we denote by VH the
representation of KH on F defined by vH(k) = vH(πHkπ~H) for any keKH. Let §v

be the representation space of Indf v defined in 4.1. For each H e X+, we denote
by §f the set of all /e§v whose supports are contained in KπHK. Then §f is
a closed subset of <?>v and invariant under the representation UV\K, and moreover

we have §v=Σfleχ; S? (direct sum as a Hubert space). We denote by U^\K
the representation k*-*U(k) of K on §f and by v|KH the representation of KH

on F obtained by restricting v to KH. Put I(v\KH, v) = dimHomχίί(F, F).

LEMMA 6 ([7], §3). (i) For each HeX+, U**\K is equivalent to Indf»vH.
(ii) For each HeX'+91(U*\K, v)=I(v\KH, VH).
(iii) I(UV\K, v)=ΣHex'+I(v\KH, VH) (Remark, The equality in (iii) admits

the infinity, i. e., -f oo = + oo).

4.3 Let v be a continuous irreducible unitary representation of K with the
conductor /(v)=/^ 2, and let/',/" be integers such that f=f'+f"92f'£f£
2/' + l. Let Ov be the set of all X' e ©'(O/φ'') such that Fx,^{0}. Thus
every element of Ov is uniquely written as the form H'-{-^ΛeφuaX

f

a where H' e

X®zΌ/φff and uaeΌ/φf' (αeΦ). For each X^fl' + Σ eΦ wα^eOv and
each integer m such that l^m^/', we denote by Supρmpί') the set of all roots
α such that lAmOU^O (We recall that ^m is the reduction modulo φm: Ό/φ7'-^
D/φm). For each HEX+, we denote by Pm(/0 the set of all positive roots α
such that <α, /ί> ^m. Put JB(Φ) = {α1,..., αj (the fixed base of the root sys-
tem Φ). Then every root is uniquely written as the form Σί=ι"ίαi where all
n{ are non-negative integers and have the same sign. For each α,- e B(Φ), we de-
note by (ctj) the set of all roots α= Σl=ι n^ such that n/^ 1.

PROPOSITION 1. Let v be a continuous irreducible unitary representation
of K with the conductor /(v)=/^2, and let /',/" be integers suchf=f'+f",
2/'^/^2/' +1. Lef # fee α« element ofX+. Assume that there exists an inte-
ger m (1 ̂  m ̂  /') swc/i that for any X' e Ov and for any αt e B(Φ), (αf)ΛSuppm (X')
Φφanά B(Φ)Γ\Pm(H) Φ φ. Then I(v\KH, VH) = 0.

PROOF. We shall prove by absurdity. Assume that I(v\KH, vH)>0. Let
F be a representation space of v. Then there exists a non-trivial linear transfor-
mation Tof F satisfying the following condition; for any keKH,
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(1) v(fc)T= Tv(πHkπ~H).

Now by the assumption B(Φ)Γ\Pm(H)^φ, there exists αίo e B(Φ)ΛPm(#) (1^/0^
I). Then

(2) (αJcPΛH).

In fact, let β= Σί=ι wiαi t>e anY root of (αίo). Then, since nt ̂ 0 and <αί5 H> ^0
for all i (l^i^I), we have </?, H> = Σί=ι nt<Λi9 H> ^ <αίo, H> ^w. Hence
β belongs to Pm(H). We denote by U the subgroup of K generated by the set
{xα(ί)|αe(αίo), tetyf~m}. Then, under some order in (αίo), every element of U

is uniquely written as the product YlΛe(Λi ) ̂ (Λ) (X e tyf~m) ([8], § 3, Lemma 17).

For any w e U, say w = Παe(«ίo) *«('«*) (ί.e^-™), we have πHι/π-H = Π«e(αίo)
π<α'H>ία). By (2), π<«>*>ίαeφ' for all αe(αίo). Thus

. Hence by (1), we have v(w)T= T for any u e 17. Since
T is not trivial, there exists veV— {0} such that v(w)ι; = ι; for any ue U.

Therefore, since V= Σx'eov ̂  there exists a non-zero Fx/-component ι;x/ of v
such that V(M)%, = %, for any uεU. Hence we have #x'(w) = l for any w e C7.
On the other hand, by the assumption (α^ΛSupp^JΓ)^^, there exists a root
y belonging to (αίo)nSuppm(X') Therefore, let X' be the form H' + Σ«eΦ M î
where fΓeX® zO/φΛ w^O/φ7 (αeΦ), then we have ^m(My)/0 in O/^m.
Here we take tΛe^βf~m (αe(αίo)) such that for α = y, ίy^^β ̂ ""1"1"1 and χ(π~fuyty)
τ£l, and for α^y, ίαeψ/~m+1. This is possible, because χ is of order 0. Put

Wo = Παe(αi ) *α(*«λ then we have u0eU. By the definition of χ£>, we have

Φ 1 . This is contradiction. q. e. d.

COROLLARY 1. Let v,/,/' and f" be as in Proposition 1. Assume that
there exists an integer m (I^m5*/') such that for any X' eOv and for any inte-
ger i(l^i^ΐ)9(ai)Γ\Suppm(Xf)^φ. Then there exist only finitely many ele-
ments H of X; such that I(v\KH, vH)>0. // m = l, then I(v\KH, vH) = 0 for
any H^O in X'+.

PROOF. If I(v\KH, vH)>0, then we have B(Φ)Γ\Pm(H) = φ by the above
Proposition. Therefore, for all ocieB(Φ) (l^i^I), we have 0^ <αf, H> <m
(*). Since the root module g(Φ) is of finite index in the lattice X, and the bilinear
form < , > is non-degenerated on X x X', there must exist only finitely many
HeX+ satisfying (*). In the case that m = l, there does not exist such H^Q.

q.e.d.

By Corollary 1 and Lemma 6, we have the following Corollary.

COROLLARY 2. Let v,/,/' and f" be as in Proposition 1. Assume that
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there exists an integer m(l^m^/ r ) such that for any X'εOv and for any

αfe£(Φ) (l^i^I), (^)r\Suppm(X')^φ. Then I(UV\K, v)< + 00. J/m = l, then
I(Uv\K,v) = l.

By Lemma 6 and the above Propositions, we have the following Theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let v be a continuous irreducible unitary representation with
conductor /(v)=/^2, and let fj' and f" be integers such that f = f f + f f /

9 2f
^/^2/' + l. Assume that there exists an integer ra (l^ra^/') such that for

any X'eOv and for any ^eB(Φ) (l^f^I), (ai)r\Suppm(Ji/)^0. Then Uv

= Ind£v decomposes into a direct sum of at most I(UV\K, v) many irreducible
representations of G. In particular, if w = l, then £/v = Indgv is a square-
integrable irreducible unitary representation of G whose formal degree is the
degree of the representation v.

REMARK. By Lemma 6 and Corollary 1 to Proposition 1, we have I(UV\K,
v)=Σ/(v|Xfl, VH) where the summation is taken over all HεX+ such that <at.,
H> <m for all αfeJ5(Φ).

4.4. We shall compare our results with those of [7] obtained by T. Shintani.
From now on, we put G = SLl + 1(F) and K = SLl + 1(£)) (1^1). Let v be a con-
tinuous irreducible unitary representation of K on a Hubert space F with conductor
/(v)=/^2, and/',/" be /=/'+/", 2/'g/g2/' + l. By Example 1.3 and 3.2,
for this representation v, Ov is the set of all x e ©'(O/φΌ such that VXΦ {0}, where
©'(D/φ O = {x e M(l + 1, Ό/φ OlTr x = 0}. For some x e Ov, we define a monic
polynomial of the degree 1 + 1 over the finite local ring Ό/tyf by Cv(ί)=det(ί
1 — x) where t is an indeterminate. Then Cv(ί) does not depend upon the choice
of an element x of Ov. Hence the polynomial Cv(ί) corresponds the above repre-
sentation v of K. T. Shintani proved the following facts in [7] If Cv(ί) is an ir-
reducible polynomial, then the unitary representation Ind£v of G has finitely
many irreducible components. In particular, put Cv(t) = tl+ί — ait

l-\ ----- h α / + 1

(fljeC/φO If <Aι(^v(0) = ̂ +1 + Άι(^ι)ίz + + ̂ ι(^i+ι) is an irreducible
polynomial over the finite field C/^J, then Indgv is a square-integrable irreducible
representation and its formal degree equals dimF. Moreover, he constructed
all continuous irreducible unitary representation v whose corresponding poly-

nomials <Aι(Cv(ί)) are irreducible.

PROPOSITION 3. Let v be a continuous irreducible unitary representation
o/'X = SL/ + 1(O) with conductor /(v)=/^2, and let /',/" be integers f=f'+f",
2/'^/^2/' + l. For each integer m (l^m^/0, if ψm(Cv(t)) is an irreducible
polynomial over C/φm, then we have (<Xi)Γ\Suppm(x)^φ for any xeOv and for
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PROOF. Put A — ^

ter of A defined by et

0 ϊ

e SLl + 1(F) ). For each i, let et be a charac-

0 ^

0

= α f. Then as a root system of (5 and its

base, we can take Φ = {ei-ej\i^jί lg/^I+1, 1^7^1 + 1} and B(Φ) = {e1-e2,
e2-e3,...9el-el+ί}. Now if there exist xeO v and aίo = eio- eio+ίeB(Φ)
(Igi0gl) such that (αίo)πSuppm(X) = 0, then by the definition of Suppm(jt)

and by Example 1.3, ^m(jt)eM(l+l, Ό/φm) is the form fy *2) where χ±

e M(i0, O/φw), A:2 e M(i0, I + 1 - i0, C/^m) and Λ:3 e M(I + 1 - ί0, O/φw). Hence
Ψm(Cv(t)) = det (ί 1 — ^m(jc)) is clearly reducible. q. e. d.

Thus in the case of G = SLZ + 1(F), there exist continuous irreducible unitary
representations of K = SLZ + 1(£)) which satisfy the condition that ra = 1 in Theorem
2.
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